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a b s t r a c t

We analyze financial support for the entrepreneurial sector. State support can raise welfare by relaxing
financial constraints, but it can also reduce lending standards if entrepreneurs substitute public sources
of collateral for their own assets, if it encourages excessive entrepreneurial entry, or if it undermines
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bank monitoring incentives. We derive a “pecking order” for support schemes: support funds should
be channeled first to credit guarantee schemes and then, when entrepreneurs start to substitute public
for private collateral, to co-funding entrepreneurial projects. The optimal level of credit guarantee is
diminishing in the costs of incentivising bank monitoring. We show in an extension that the long-term
effect of public subsidies may be to impair the private sector’s initiative to uncover cost savings.
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. Introduction

Public credit guarantee programs are commonplace: Gudger
1998) and Beck et al. (2008) document credit guarantee programs
rom both developing and developed countries all over the world.
owever, it is not clear a priori that guarantees necessarily increase
elfare: for this to be the case, there must be a failure of private

redit markets, and government involvement in credit markets
ust introduce fewer distortions than it resolves. In this paper, we

xamine conditions under which government intervention might
aise welfare, and we discuss the optimal form of such intervention.
ur analysis indicates that, even when there is a role for the State,
poorly designed support scheme need not increase welfare.

Public support initiatives for entrepreneurs are unnecessary
hen private markets function effectively. A pre-condition for
elfare-increasing intervention is therefore that entrepreneurs

ith positive NPV investment opportunities be credit rationed.
hile the evidence on this point is mixed, a body of literature

uggests that, in some circumstances, asymmetries of information
etween borrowers and lenders may restrict the flow of credit.1

� We are grateful to Stijn Claessens, Quy-Toan Do, and participants at the World
ank Conference on Partial Credit Guarantees, March 13–14, 2008 for comments.
enerous financial support from the World Bank is gratefully acknowledged.
∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: s.r.arping@uva.nl (S. Arping).
1 Important papers in this field are Fazzari et al. (1988) and Hoshi et al. (1990),

resenting evidence that firms invest more when they have higher free cash flows,
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Some evidence suggests that, if credit rationing is a prob-
em, it can be ameliorated by credit guarantees. Zia (2008)
xamines the consequences for Pakistani exporters of cotton
arn of their 2001 withdrawal from the state-sponsored Export
inance Scheme. He finds that the consequence of this with-
rawal was a significant reduction in exports by privately
wned firms, while those of large publicly quoted exporters
ere unaffected. Zia argues that this indicates first that private
rms were credit rationed, and second that the credit guar-
ntee scheme reduced their rationing. Hancock et al. (2007)
nd evidence that loans guaranteed by the US Small Busi-
ess Administration (SBA) between 1990 and 2000 were less
ffected by adverse economic shocks than non-guaranteed loans.
enavente et al. (2006) study Chile’s Fogape loan guarantee pro-
ram, and present evidence that guarantees have increased access
o credit for high-quality firms. Uesugi et al. (2006) discuss
apan’s Special Credit Guarantee Program for Financial Stabil-
ty, under which small- and medium-sized Japanese enterprises
eceived government-sponsored credit guarantees between 1998
nd 2001. Users of the program received more credit than non-
sers and experienced an increase in profitability. Wilcox and

asuda (2008) provide evidence that government loan guaran-
ees in Japan have increased the supply of non-guaranteed as
ell as guaranteed loans. And Banerjee and Duflo (2004) find

hat government-sponsored direct lending programs in India

ven after controlling for investment opportunities. Hubbard (1998) surveys the
elated literature.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15723089
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jfstabil
mailto:s.r.arping@uva.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfs.2009.05.009
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end to complement rather than substitute for other forms of
redit.2

Notwithstanding this evidence, credit guarantees need not nec-
ssarily enhance welfare. Even if they address a credit rationing
roblem, they may damage price signals, and so worsen borrower

ncentives. Lelarge et al. (2008) present evidence from the French
overnment loan guarantee program (Sofaris) that supports this
oncern. While they argue that the loan guarantees are effective in
elping young French firms to find finance and to grow, they also
nd that guaranteed firms are more likely to adopt risky strategies,
nd that these firms file more often for bankruptcy.

A second question is, given that the state wishes to provide the
ntrepreneurial sector with subsidized funding, is a credit guaran-
ee scheme the most effective way to do so? An alternative would
e to offer a direct subsidy to entrepreneurs. This type of sub-
idy, which is sometimes referred to as a co-funding scheme, is
lso commonplace. For example, although there is a $100 billion
orld-wide venture capital industry, the OECD (1997) reports that
ECD governments invest about $3 billion per year in small, inno-
ative firms. Lerner (1999) documents massive levels of investment
y government-sponsored credit agencies in the United States: in
995, public venture capital initiatives invested $2.4 billion in the
nited States, as against $3.9 billion invested by private venture

unds. Moreover, public venture funding has had some major suc-
esses in the United States: Apple Computer, Chinron, Compaq,
edEx, and Intel all received support at an early stage from Federal
rograms. In a more general survey article, Hall (2002) summarizes
vidence on the funding gap for R&D, and argues that government
eed capital and subsidy programs are, at the least, worthy of much
ore thorough investigation.
How should resources be divided between guarantee schemes

nd co-funding schemes? Some evidence exists on current, as
pposed to best, practice. Li (1998) argues that the division of
esources is generally decided politically, suggesting that the ben-
fits of guarantees are spread more evenly across the population
han those of co-funding schemes, and hence that they may be
asier to legitimize. Li’s work also points to dynamic efficiency
oncerns: if, as she states, credit programs are mostly devices for
edistributing cash between sectors that inevitably discourage pri-
ate saving, then it is reasonable to ask whether their introduction
ight result in a redistribution of resources towards unproduc-

ive rent-seeking. In line with this concern, Johnson and Mitton
2003) presents evidence from the Asian financial crisis that indi-
ates that, at least in Malaysia, those with close relationships to the
overnment are more likely to receive government subsidies.

Public support of the entrepreneurial sector clearly has far-
eaching welfare and policy implications. Yet surprisingly little
ormal theoretical work addresses the topic. Williamson (1994)
ses two models of adverse selection to do so: in his first, a costly
tate verification set-up à la Townsend (1978) and Gale and Hellwig
1985), direct government lending simply displaces private lend-
ng and hence does not raise welfare. In his second model, in which
ayoffs are verifiable but borrower types can be determined only
sing a costly ex ante screening technology, government guaran-

ees can reduce intermediary screening costs, although they never
enerate a Pareto improvement. Benavente et al. (2006) note that,
hen the guarantee fund disburses too many funds, it will tend to
ndermine bank screening incentives. Hence its budget constraint

2 Other interesting empirical studies on credit guarantee schemes include
ecchini and Ventura (2006), who provide a difference-in-differences estimation
pproach to analyzing the effects of state-sponsored SME loan guarantees on loan
olumes and interest rates in Italy, and Columba et al. (2008), who shed light on the
conomic effects of mutual loan guarantee consortia.
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hould be sufficiently tight. Hainz and Hakenes (2008) examine the
elative merits of direct subsidy (co-funding) and indirect support
hrough public banks: politicians may prefer public banks because
hey avoid windfall gains for entrepreneurs; moreover, using pub-
ic banks economizes on screening costs and hence may increase

elfare.
As we note in our opening remarks, credit guarantees can only

nhance welfare if they are introduced in a market where there
s credit rationing. We present a model of entrepreneurial financ-
ng in which credit is rationed because of moral hazard, rather than
dverse selection, problems. In line with prior work by Tirole (2001)
nd Holmström and Tirole (1997), we consider a cash-constrained
ntrepreneur, who needs to raise funds to perform a project whose
uccess depends upon the entrepreneur’s costly, and unobservable,
ffort. While a self-financed entrepreneur would work sufficiently
ard to guarantee the success of his project, an entrepreneur who
elies upon outside finance will work hard only if he is paid suffi-
iently for succeeding3. Hence the moral hazard problem generates
dditional costs for the investor. If they are sufficiently high, the
ntrepreneur is denied credit, and the value of the project is lost to
ociety.

The entrepreneur in our model is able to address the credit
ationing problem by pledging as collateral personal assets not
elated to the project. Nevertheless, collateral on its own may be
nsufficient to generate access to credit market. If this is the case, we
how that a credit guarantee can enhance welfare by ensuring that
oth the entrepreneur’s incentive compatibility constraint and the

ender’s participation constraint can be simultaneously satisfied, so
hat the project can go ahead.

We also demonstrate that, for sufficiently small guarantees, the
orrower’s incentives are actually increasing in the size of the guar-
ntee, and hence so is welfare. To understand why this is the case,
ote that increases in the credit guarantee have two effects. First,
hey make the financier willing to lend at better terms, and so
educe the entrepreneur’s cost of capital; second, because some
f the losses from the project are borne by the State, increases
n the credit guarantee reduce the jointly efficient effort level for
he entrepreneur and the financier. So long as the guarantee is
mall, the former effect outweighs the latter, and increased guaran-
ees translate into greater entrepreneurial effort. Further increases
n the guarantee induce banks to lower their lending standards
y substituting public for private collateral. This attenuates the
ntrepreneur’s incentive to exert effort. Hence, our model indicates
hat, even when state intervention in the credit markets has the
otential to increase welfare, it will do so only if the intervention

s carefully designed.
One simple policy point emerges from this discussion. In many

ountries, guarantee agencies are subject to political and other
ressures, such as lobbying or outright bribery by entrepreneurs
nd banks, to deploy all of their resources. To the extent that this
s the case, it is important that guarantee agencies are not able
o provide support beyond the point at which it starts to dam-
ge entrepreneurial incentives. Hence guarantee agencies should
e subject to hard budget constraints. A similar point is made for
lightly different reasons by Benavente et al. (2006).

Even when a credit support agency has a sufficiently tight hard
udget constraint, it is still necessary to explain why credit guar-

ntees should ever outperform a co-funding scheme. To see why
his might be the case, we extend our model to allow for two types
f entrepreneur: productive entrepreneurs, who have potentially
aluable projects that require effort to succeed, and “copy-cat”

3 Innes (1990) provides the first detailed treatment of optimal contracting in this
ituation.
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zero risk-free interest rate, precisely when the effort level e that
satisfies Eq. (4) satisfies the following constraint:

eR+ (1 − e)ˇA ≥ I − Q. (5)

4 We also adopt the following technical assumptions, which ensure that the max-
imization problem is well-behaved, and that it yields interior solutions:  (0) =
 ′(0) = 0, ′(1) is sufficiently large, and ′′′ (e) ≥ 0. A simple cost function (e) sat-
isfying all of these assumptions would be the quadratic cost function ˛e2, with ˛
large enough.
8 S. Arping et al. / Journal of F

ntrepreneurs, who have no productive project. Financial interme-
iaries are able in our set-up to distinguish between these types of
ntrepreneur, but the government credit support agency, due to its
imited technological expertise, may not. Hence, in our extended

odel government co-funding will cause some resources to be
irected to unproductive entrepreneurs. This represents a straight-
orward redistribution of wealth, which in our model is damaging
ecause it takes resources away from productive entrepreneurs
ho could make better use of them. In this case, we demonstrate

hat co-funding is valuable only after the credit support agency has
rovided the maximum useful level of guarantees.

Hence, a “pecking order” of support schemes emerges from our
nalysis. If it is welfare enhancing to support the credit markets,
hen support should be provided first through credit guarantee
rograms, and second through co-funding schemes. Co-funding
chemes should be employed only when credit guarantee programs
xpand to such an extent that borrowers start to substitute pub-
ic for private collateral. Co-funding should therefore be seen only
n countries that are able to commit relatively large quantities of
ublic funds to supporting private enterprise.

Our extended model yields one simple policy prescription.
redit subsidies and credit guarantees are the products of a sin-
le optimization problem, and hence should be designed together.
his implies that the guarantee and subsidy agencies should be
oordinated, and that they should be subject to a common budget
onstraint. One simple way to accomplish this would be to delegate
uarantee and direct subsidy provision to a single institution.

We consider two further extensions to our model. In the first,
e introduce a role for banks as monitors of investments. We show

hat credit guarantees can ameliorate bank monitoring incentives.
ence, the regulator faces a trade-off between incentivising bank
onitoring, and incentivising the entrepreneur. The basic pecking

rder for entrepreneurial support is however unchanged: regula-
ors still provide credit guarantees ahead of co-funding, but the
ptimal level of credit guarantee is monotonically decreasing in
he cost of bank monitoring.

In the second of our additional extensions, we consider
he dynamic efficiency consequences of our model. We allow
ntrepreneurs to exert effort to find productive projects, and also to
ncover cost savings for their projects. We find that well-designed
ublic support programs should foster entrepreneurial innovation.
owever, public support schemes have a deleterious impact upon

X-) efficiency. This is because credit-constrained entrepreneurs
ave a strong incentive to find ways to cut costs, because it is only
y doing so that they can hope to raise the funds that they need
o carry out their projects. Public schemes reduce the extent of
redit rationing, and hence diminish the entrepreneur’s incentive
o reduce costs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
resents our basic model. We show how public credit schemes can
educe credit rationing, and how they can enhance entrepreneurial
ncentives. In Section 3 we analyze the entry incentives provided
y co-funding, and discuss the appropriate mix of co-funding and
redit guarantees in a public support package. Section 4 presents
xtensions of our basic model, and addresses robustness issues.
ection 5 concludes.

. Basic model
We start with a simple model of entrepreneurial financing. In
ur basic set-up we analyze the design of credit guarantees; we
xtend our analysis to incorporate co-funding in Section 3.

We analyse a model in which there is universal risk-neutrality,
nd we normalise the risk-free interest rate to zero. We consider

a
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al Stability 6 (2010) 26–35

risk-neutral entrepreneur, who is endowed with a single project.
he project requires an investment of I, and will either succeed, in
hich case it will return�> 0, or it will fail, in which case its return
ill be zero. The probability that the project succeeds depends
pon the entrepreneur’s effort, which is unobservable and hence
ncontractible: if the entrepreneur exerts effort e∈ [0,1] then the
robability of project success is equal to e. The entrepreneur expe-
iences a private cost  (e) from effort e, where  ′(·)> 0, and
′′(·)> 0.4 We assume that, in the absence of financing constraints,

he project has a positive NPV:

ax
e

{e�− (e)}> I. (1)

We write Q for the entrepreneur’s endowment of liquid funds
or investment in the project, and we assume thatQ < I, so that the
ntrepreneur is unable to finance the project himself.5 We assume
hat there are many potential risk-neutral banks, that compete à
a Bertrand to invest in the project.6 Because the entrepreneur is
nable to commit to an effort level, it is only possible to incen-
ivise him by offering him a sufficiently high income after project
uccess. When the project is insufficiently profitable to provide an
dequate incentive payment, the entrepreneur will never work suf-
ciently hard and hence, although the project is socially valuable
ith adequate entrepreneurial effort, it will not be financed.

In addition to any liquid funds Q, the entrepreneur is also
ndowed with some illiquid assets A, which he can choose to pledge
s collateral against his project. The assets A are not created by the
roject, but are already owned by the entrepreneur; an example
ould be the entrepreneur’s home. We write ˇA for the level of

ollateral that the entrepreneur pledges where ˇ∈ [0,1]. Collateral
hat is pledged will be liquidated in the event of project failure.
n our initial model, the only active role for the bank is in enforc-
ng collateral; later in the paper, we discuss an extension in which
anks can actively monitor their loans. We assume that there is

nsufficient collateral to render the bank’s claim riskless:

− Q > A. (2)

A contract in this set-up consists of a payment R, which the
ntrepreneur makes to the bank in the event of project success,
nd a level ˇ of collateralization, which entitles the bank to seize
ntrepreneurial assets to the value of ˇA in the wake of project
ailure. Given a contract (R,ˇ), the entrepreneur will derive the
ollowing expected utility from an effort level e:

(R,ˇ, e) ≡ e(�+ A− R) + (1 − e)(1 − ˇ)A− (e). (3)

e will therefore select his effort level to satisfy the following first
rder condition:

− (R− ˇA) =  ′(e). (4)

he contract (R,ˇ) will beat the bank’s outside option, which is the
5 In Section 3 we will endogenise Q, by allowing the government credit support
gency to select it as a co-funding provision.
6 Bertrand-style competition is appropriate in this model for two reasons. First,

he size of a project is fixed, and hence so is the quantity of investment that a bank
rovides. Second, it is easy for banks to observe one another’s interest rate, and to
lter their own rate in response.
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In the absence of any form of public subsidy, the entrepreneur
ill maximize U(R,ˇ, e) subject to the incentive compatibility

onstraint (4), the individual rationality constraint (5), and the
equirement that ˇ∈ [0,1].

We now adopt the following parameter assumption:

ssumption 1. The value of collateral A is sufficiently low to
nsure that for every e∈ [0,1], condition (6) is satisfied:

− Q − A > e(�− ′(e)). (6)

We demonstrate in Lemma 1 that Assumption 1 ensures that,
ithout any form of public support, entrepreneurs will be unable

o raise finance for their projects. Hence we introduce a public insti-
ution into our model that can provide credit guarantees. Under

credit guarantee of strength �∈ [0,1], an investor in a failed
ntrepreneurial project receives a payment of �(I − Q ). The credit
upport agency awards a guarantee to an entrepreneur, who is then
ree to use it with whichever bank provides him with funding.

Lemma 1 demonstrates that credit guarantees are necessary to
esolve a credit rationing problem.

emma 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then there exists
minimum level of credit guarantee � such that for levels of guaran-

ee � below �, it is impossible to satisfy both the bank’s participation
onstraint and the entrepreneur’s incentive compatibility constraint
imultaneously. Hence the entrepreneur is credit rationed when� < �.
or � ≥ �, the entrepreneur can raise external finance. Moreover, the
ntrepreneur’s effort is initially increasing in �.

The proof of Lemma 1 appears in Appendix A. The intuition for
he result is however straightforward. With a credit guarantee, the
ank’s participation constraint (5) becomes:

R+ (1 − e)(ˇA+ �(I − Q )) ≥ I − Q. (7)

e show below that for sufficiently low �, the entrepreneur opti-
ally pledges all of his assets as collateral, i.e., ˇ = 1. Because the

ntrepreneur extracts all of the rent from the project, the bank’s
articipation constraint (7) must bind. Setting ˇ = 1 and using Eq.
7) to substitute into the incentive compatibility constraint yields
he following expression:

(�− ′(e)) = (I − Q )(1 − �(1 − e)) − A; (8)

In other words, the bank’s participation constraint and the
ntrepreneur’s incentive constraint can be satisfied simultaneously
recisely when there exists e∈ [0,1] satisfying Eq. (8); when no
uch e exists, the entrepreneur cannot raise financing.

Eq. (8) is illustrated in Fig. 1; the bold line depicts the left hand
ide of the equation, and the dotted lines depict the right hand side
or various levels of credit guarantee, �. For � < � the two lines do
ot meet, and hence financing is impossible. For values of� above�
ut still sufficiently low for the collateral level ˇ optimally to be set
qual to 1, an equilibrium with lending occurs at the point where
he two lines meet. Increases in � shift the dotted line down, with-
ut affecting the solid line. Hence, provided ˇ = 1, increases in �
hift the intersection point to the right, and with it the equilibrium
ffort level.

Lemma 1 states that, for low enough �, entrepreneurial effort
n a lending equilibrium is increasing in �. Proposition 1 provides
complete characterization of equilibria with credit guarantees.

roposition 1. Suppose that an entrepreneur has internal funds Q
nd a credit guarantee of �(I − Q ). Define �̂(Q ) as follows:
ˆ (Q ) ≡ 1 − A

I − Q . (9)

nd notice that � < �̂(Q ). Then:

t
s
I
w
p

llustrates the incentive compatibility constraint (8). The bold line depicts the term
(�− ′(e)), while the dotted lines depict the term (I − Q )(1 − �(1 − e)) − A for
arying levels � of the credit guarantee. The entrepreneur’s incentive compatibility
onstraint is satisfied when the two lines intersect.

. For � < �, the entrepreneur is credit rationed (Lemma 1);

. For � ≤ � < �̂(Q ), the optimal contract is as follows:

ˇ = 1;

R = 1
e

{(I − Q )(1 − �(1 − e)) − (1 − e)A}, (10)

where the effort level e solves Eq. (8). For these levels of guarantee,
entrepreneurial effort is increasing in �;

. For � ≥ �̂(Q ), the optimal contract is as follows:

ˇ = (I − Q )(1 − �)
A

< 1; (11)

R = I − Q, (12)

where the effort e solves equation

 ′(e) =�− �(I − Q ). (13)

For these levels of guarantee, entrepreneurial effort is decreasing in
�.

Proposition 1 is proved in Appendix A. Its intuition is as fol-
ows. As in Lemma 1, no credit is extended for � < �. For higher

the bank is prepared to invest. The effect of an increase in the
redit guarantee on the entrepreneur’s incentive to exert effort
hen hinges upon the relative importance of two opposing effects.
irst, an increase in the credit guarantee makes the bank willing
o lend at better terms, and so reduces the entrepreneur’s cost of
apital. This makes it easier to induce the entrepreneur to exert
igh effort. Second, because some of the losses from the project are
orne by the credit support agency, an increase in the credit guar-
ntee reduces the jointly efficient effort level for the entrepreneur
nd the financier. So long as the guarantee is small, the former
ffect outweighs the latter, and increased guarantees translate into
reater entrepreneurial effort. For higher levels of guarantee, the
econd effect is dominant: at these levels of guarantee, the jointly
fficient effort level is so small such that the effort level that the
ntrepreneur would exert if the contract were fully collateralized
ould actually exceed the jointly efficient effort level. To ensure that

he entrepreneur does not overexert effort, the optimal contract

tipulates that the loan is partially, rather than fully, collateralized.
n equilibrium, the entrepreneur exerts the jointly efficient level,

hich happens to be decreasing in the credit guarantee due to its
ut option feature. The proposition is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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ig. 2. Credit guarantees and effort incentives. No lending occurs for� < �, fully col-

ateralized lending with effort increasing in� occurs for� ≤ � < �̂(Q ), and partially
ollateralized lending with collateral levels and effort both dropping in � occurs for

ˆ (Q ) ≤ � ≤ 1.

. Credit guarantees and co-funding

In Section 2 we demonstrate that credit guarantees can
elp to resolve the credit rationing problem that arises when
ntrepreneurial effort levels are not observable, and hence are non-
ontractible. But it is reasonable to ask what is special about a credit
uarantee: a system of co-funding under which the credit support
gency made investments that increased the entrepreneur’s level
of internal funds would also raise welfare, and would not impair

ncentives. In practice, of course, co-funding could result in exces-
ive entrepreneurial entry if it attracted copy-cat entrants without
productive project: this would restrict the supply of funds to

roductive entrepreneurs. In this section, we examine the opti-
al mix of credit guarantee provision and co-funding in a world
here entry by unproductive entrepreneurs is possible. We adopt

he simplest possible framework in which entry of this type can
e modelled, by endowing our unproductive entrepreneurs with a
iskless zero NPV project. We consider the robustness of our results
o this assumption in Section 4.3.

We now assume that there is a unit mass of productive
ntrepreneurs, each of whom has no internal funds, illiquid col-
ateralizable assets of A, and a project of the type analyzed in
he previous section. There is also a mass � ≤ 1 of copy-cat
ntrepreneurs, each of whom has a safe zero NPV project, and
erives a small private benefit from running it. Although banks

n our set-up can distinguish between productive and copy-cat
ntrepreneurs, we assume that the credit support agency, due
o its limited technological expertise, is only imperfectly able to
o so. Specifically, we assume that the credit support agency is
ble to identify a copy-cat entrepreneur with probability � when
valuating a support request, while with probability 1 − � it is
ot able to so. Banks may derive their informational advantage
ver the government from a better screening technology, or from
acit information gathered through their relationship with the
ntrepreneur.7

Banks are prepared to invest so long as they break even. Hence,
ecause they have riskless zero NPV investment opportunities,
opy-cat entrepreneurs with support from the credit agency can

ttract bank finance. The mass of copy-cat entrepreneurs being able
o attract co-funding is then given by� = �(1 − �). Hence, the lower
he credit support agency’s technological expertise, the larger will
e the transfer of wealth to unproductive copy-cat entrepreneurs.

7 A large empirical literature suggests that banks do indeed have special informa-
ion about their borrowers. See for example James (1987), Datta et al. (1999), and
ngena et al. (2007). t
al Stability 6 (2010) 26–35

otice that while copy-cat entrepreneurs may attract co-funding,
hey do not benefit from credit guarantees. This is because their
rojects are risk-free, and hence they cannot possibly go bankrupt.

Two strategies are available to the credit support agency. First,
t can co-fund, in which case it provides the entrepreneur with co-
unding Q; second, it can provide a credit guarantee of �(I − Q ), as
n Section 2. We assume that the credit support agency faces the
ollowing budget constraint:

�Q︸︷︷︸
Funds allocated to copy-cat investors

+ Q + (1 − e)(I − Q )�︸ ︷︷ ︸
Funds allocated to productive entrepreneurs

≤ B < (1 + �)(I − A) ≡ B̄, (14)

here B is the credit support agency’s budget. To see why we
ssume B < B̄, notice that if the credit support agency had finan-
ial resources B ≥ B̄, then the fund would be able to implement the
rst best by offering co-funding Q = I − A to every entrepreneur.
ssuming that B < B̄ allows us to rule out this rather uninteresting
ase.

Given a support package (Q,�) from the credit support agency, a
roductive entrepreneur will solve the problem analyzed in Section
. The credit support agency therefore selects (Q,�) to solve

ax
{Q,�}

e(Q,�)�− (e(Q,�))

.t.

Q + Q + (1 − e(Q,�))(I − Q )� ≤ B (15)

≤ �̂(Q ) = 1 − A

I − Q (16)

here e(Q,�) is characterized by expression (8).
The solution to the credit support agency’s problem is described

n Proposition 2.

roposition 2. Suppose that there is a fixed mass 1 of produc-
ive entrepreneurs, that there is a mass � of unproductive copy-cat
ntrepreneurs, that no entrepreneur has any wealth, and that the credit
upport agency is able to provide co-funding or credit guarantees,
ubject to the budget constraint (14). Define

≡ (1 − e(0, �̂(0)))(I − A).

hen:

. If B < B then the credit support agency should provide no co-
funding, and should provide the maximum credit guarantee
consistent with its budget constraint, i.e., Q = 0 and � = B/((1 −
e)I), where e is the largest solution of

 ′(e) =�− I − A− B
e

. If B ≥ B then the credit support agency should provide co-funding

Q = B− (1 − e)(I − A)
� + e

and a credit guarantee of �̂(Q ) = 1 − A/(I − Q ), where e is the
largest solution of

 ′(e) =�− (I − Q − A)
In the limit, as B approaches B̄, we have Q = I − A and � = 0.

The proof of Proposition 2 appears in Appendix A. To understand
he result, note first that credit guarantees are used to subsidize
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roductive projects only, while co-funding induces entry by unpro-
uctive copy-cat entrepreneurs, who therefore take a proportion
f any co-funding. Hence, if the credit support agency faces a very
ight budget constraint, then it should provide no co-funding and
pend its entire resources on credit guarantees. As the credit sup-
ort agency’s budget increases, it will continue to devote its entire
esources to guarantees up to the point where the level of guar-
ntee hits the incentive compatibility threshold �̂(0). As the credit
upport agency’s budget increases beyond B, its budget constraint
ould be slack if it continued to provide a guarantee of �̂(0) and no

o-funding. The credit support agency responds by devoting some
esources to co-funding, but at the same time reducing the guar-
ntee to �̂(Q )< �̂(0). The amount of co-funding is then increasing
n the credit support agency’s budget, while the level of guarantee
s decreasing.

It is worth noting that an increase in the value of the collateral A
eads to a decrease in the level of guarantee when the credit support
gency operates under a sufficiently generous budget constraint.
he reason for that is that with high private collateral value a lower
evel of guarantee is needed to achieve the jointly efficient effort
evel for the entrepreneur and the bank. At the same time, given
he fund’s budget a higher A also results in more co-funding. The
und’s technological expertise, measured by �, affects the design of
he support package. In particular, we find that funds with more
xpertise should provide more co-funding and, correspondingly,
ess guarantees.

Note that the analysis of this section is predicated upon the
ssumption that a single agency is responsible both for direct sub-
idies of investment, in the form of co-funding, and also for the
rovision of credit guarantees. Only when this is the case can the
ptimal joint policy be adopted: if the two forms of entrepreneurial
upport are not subject to a single budget constraint then there is
o a priori reason to assume that correct policies will be adopted.
ence our analysis indicates that governments should optimally
ombine the provision of credit guarantees and of co-funding
ithin a single agency.

. Extensions and robustness

In this section we discuss some possible extensions to our
odel, and address some robustness issues.

.1. Monitoring

The only active role played by the banks in our basic set-up is in
ealizing collateral assets. In reality, it is well understood that banks
lay a valuable role as active monitors of entrepreneurs: banks
hat form close relationships with the entrepreneurs to whom they
end are in a position to influence their activities.8 If monitoring is
mportant, it is therefore critical that the State does not under-

ine monitoring incentives when it creates support schemes. In
his section, we extend our analysis with a very simple model of
ank monitoring, and we show that that our intuitions are not
ffected.

Suppose that monitoring is required to prevent the
ntrepreneur from diverting resources for private consump-
ion. The bank can prevent resource diversion, but cannot compel

he entrepreneur to exert a high effort, so that entrepreneurial
ncentive compatibility remains important. We reflect these
ssumptions in our set-up by assuming that the success proba-
ility of the project is �e, where � ∈

{
0,1

}
, with � = 1 precisely

8 See for example Diamond (1984), James (1987) and Datta et al. (1999).

(
t
t

�

T
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hen the bank monitors; as before, e denotes entrepreneurial
ffort.

In line with Holmström and Tirole (1997), we assume that banks
acrifice a private benefit P > 0 when they monitor. It follows that
anks will only monitor if it is sufficiently profitable for them to
o so. When the opportunity cost P to the bank of monitoring is
ufficiently high, they may never elect to monitor with the con-
racts studied in Sections 2 and 3. Nevertheless, because monitoring
aises surplus, banks would prefer ex ante to commit to monitor.
hey can do so by lending the entrepreneur more than is needed
o finance the project: we write T > 0 for the size of the additional
ransfer. In exchange for T, the entrepreneur commits to repay more
o the bank in the event of project success. This larger payment
enerates incentives for the bank to monitor.

We start by following the analysis of Section 2. Let Q be the
ntrepreneur’s endowment of liquid funds, and suppose that the
tate provides a credit guarantee of strength �. In this case,
he entrepreneur wishes to maximize U(R,ˇ, e) + T subject to
he entrepreneurial incentive compatibility constraint (4), a non-
egativity requirement on T, the bank’s participation constraint
17), and the bank’s monitoring incentive compatibility constraint
18):

R+ (1 − e)(�(I − Q ) + ˇA) ≥ I − Q + T; (17)
(
R− �(I − Q ) − ˇA

)
≥ P. (18)

If the monitoring incentive compatibility constraint (18) is slack
t the contract described in Proposition (1) then this remains the
ptimal contract with monitoring. To make the analysis more inter-
sting, we assume that this is the case at � = �, and that it is not

he case at � = �̂. Hence there exists a �̃∈ (�, �̂) such that con-

traint (18) is slack if and only if � ≤ �̃. When �∈ [�, �̃], part 2 of
roposition 1 implies thatˇ = 1. Hence we use Eq. (17) to substitute
or the left hand side of Eq. (18), which yields condition (19):

1 − �)(I − Q ) − A ≥ P. (19)

t follows immediately that �̃ = 1 − (A+ P/(I − Q )).
For � > �̃, we can no longer use Proposition 1 to set ˇ equal to

. Rearranging Eqs. (17) and (18) then gives us

= �(I − Q ) + P

e
+ ˇA; (20)

= P − (1 − �)(I − Q ) + ˇA, (21)

nd the first of these expressions can be used to re-write the
ntrepreneurial incentive constraint (4) as

− �(I − Q ) − P

e
=  ′(e). (22)

qs. (20)–(22) do not yield unique solutions for T andˇ. Rather than
haracterize the solution set for the equations, we simply note that
t is obvious from Eq. (22) that, for a given Q, e is decreasing in �
or � ≥ �̃. We know from Proposition 1 that e is increasing in � for
< �̃. In other words, the credit support agency will never select
> �̃.
More specifically, notice that, in selecting the support package

Q,�), the credit support agency faces a problem that is analogous
o the one analyzed in Section 3, with constrain (16) replaced by

he following condition:

≤ �̃(Q ) ≡ 1 − A+ P
I − Q

his discussion yields the following proposition:
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roposition 3. Suppose that it is necessary to incentivise bank mon-
toring, and define

˜ ≡ (1 − ê(0, �̃(0)))(I − A− P)

hen:

. If B < B̃ then the credit support agency should provide no co-
funding, and should provide the maximum credit guarantee
consistent with its budget constraint. That is, Q = 0 and � =
B/((1 − e)I), where e is the largest solution of

 ′(e) =�− I − A− B
e

. If B ≥ B̃ then the credit support agency should provide co-
funding

Q = B− (1 − e)(I − A− P)
� + e

and a credit guarantee of �̃(Q ) = 1 − (A+ P)/(I − Q )< �̂(Q ) =
1 − A/(I − Q ), where e is the largest solution of

 ′(e) =�− (I − Q − A) − 1 − e
e
P

The proof of Proposition 3 is similar to that of Proposition 2,
nd is therefore omitted. Proposition 3 demonstrates that intro-
ucing bank monitoring into our model shifts the trade-off between
uarantees and co-funding in favor of co-funding. This is because
he budget threshold B̃, at which the credit support agency begins
o devote resources to co-funding, is decreasing in the cost P of
ank monitoring. Furthermore, the level of the guarantee is weakly
ecreasing, and the level of co-funding is weakly increasing, in the
ost of monitoring. The basic pecking order of support identified
n Section 3 remains valid. In particular, when the credit support
gency’s budget is relatively small, it devotes all of its resources
o guarantees. As the credit support agency’s budget increases it
ventually devotes some resources to co-funding and at the same
ime reduces the level of the guarantee.

.2. Dynamic efficiency

We have shown that properly designed government support
chemes can ensure that lenders’ participation constraints are sat-
sfied, while providing entrepreneurs with better effort incentives.
ut our analysis thus far has taken place in a one-period model
nd, as we noted in Section 1, several authors have expressed con-
ern that a system of public support to private entrepreneurs may
ave damaging long-term effects. In particular, if public funds are
hanneled towards entrepreneurial projects, entrepreneurs may be
ess concerned to manage costs. On the other hand, if innovation
mproves access to public subsidies, public support may encourage
ntrepreneurs to be creative. In this section we present a simple
xtension of our basic model in which we can analyze this trade-off.

We suppose that entrepreneurs make unobservable effort deci-
ions along two dimensions. First, they select an innovation effort
∈ [0,1]: a is the probability that the entrepreneur uncovers a pro-
uctive project. Second, entrepreneurs select a cost-cutting effort

∈ [0,1]: b is the probability that the investment outlay for a pro-
uctive project is low, rather than high. For the sake of simplicity,
e assume that, conditional upon finding a productive project, an

ntrepreneur who exerts cost-cutting effort b will have an invest-
ent outlay of zero with probability b, and will otherwise have an

d
i
p
i
fi
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nvestment outlay of I > 0. Entrepreneurs select the effort levels
a, b) that they devote to innovation cost-cutting at the start of the
ame, and the outcome of their efforts realizes before the funding
tage. The cost to the entrepreneur of an effort pair (a, b) is c(a, b),
here c(·, ·) is increasing in both arguments, and is strictly convex.

Three types of entrepreneurs emerge in this setting. Type 1
ntrepreneurs have a productive project that requires external
unding; type 2 entrepreneurs have a productive project but do not
equire external funding; and type 3 entrepreneurs do not have a
roductive project. An entrepreneur that makes effort choice (a, b)
ill be of type 1 with probability a(1 − b), of type 2 with probability

b, and of type 3 with probability 1 − a.
In line with the analysis of Section 3, we assume that banks

re able to distinguish between the various types of entrepreneurs,
ut that the credit support agency is not. We also assume that
ntrepreneurs are not able to enter bogus contracts with banks
hat are merely intended to induce bankruptcy. Hence, type 2 and
ype 3 entrepreneurs do not benefit from guarantee schemes, but
hey are able to access co-funding provided by the credit support
gency.

With these informational assumptions, the type 1
ntrepreneurs in this set-up correspond to the productive
ntrepreneurs of Section 3. Both type 2 and type 3 entrepreneurs
o not require public funds. Hence, any funds that they extract
rom the credit support agency result in a needless crowding-out
f the productive type 1 entrepreneurs, who require the assistance
f the credit support agency. Hence the combined type 2 and type
entrepreneurs play the same role in this section as the copy-cat

ntrepreneurs of Section 3: when the credit support agency has
hard budget constraint, they reduce the quantity of funds that

an be distributed to type 1 entrepreneurs, and so reduce the
ffectiveness of credit support schemes.

Now suppose that entrepreneurs anticipate that a support pack-
ge (Q,�) will become available at the funding stage. A type 2
ntrepreneur does not require outside finance and therefore reaps
he total product of his investment. As a result, he exerts the first
est effort level eFB and hence earns an expected continuation pay-
ff, net of personal assets A, of

2 ≡ eFB�− (eFB) + Q. (23)

type 1 entrepreneur will earn the following continuation payoff

1 ≡ e∗�+ (1 − e∗)�(I − Q ) − (e∗) − I + Q, (24)

here e∗ is the equilibrium managerial effort level from Section 3.
1 is the sum of the project’s net present value net of effort costs
nd the expected subsidy.

Entrepreneurs therefore select effort levels (a, b) in order to
aximize the following objective function:

(a, b) ≡ a(bV2 + (1 − b)V1) + (1 − a)Q − c(a, b).

roposition 4 shows how effort (a, b) varies with public support.

roposition 4. Provided the cost function c(·, ·) is sufficiently convex,
ublic support strengthens entrepreneurial innovation incentives and
iminishes cost-cutting incentives.

This result is proved in Appendix A. The intuition is straightfor-
ard. Public support initiatives reduce the cost of capital to type
entrepreneurs, and hence increase the expected value of a pro-
uctive project. This effect strengthens entrepreneurs’ incentive to
nnovative. At the same time, however, public support reduces the
roportion of the project’s costs borne by the entrepreneur, and so

mpairs his incentives to uncover cost savings so as to diminish the
nancial constraints that he faces.
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.3. Risky copy-cat projects

The copy-cat entrepreneurs in Section 3 are not risky. Hence
hey can benefit from co-funding opportunities, but not from credit
uarantees. As a result, credit guarantees are a more effective way
f using the limited resources of the guarantee fund, because they
irect those resources towards productive projects.

Suppose instead that copy-cat entrepreneurs were endowed
ith risky, negative NPV projects. In this case, they would be in a
osition to profit from the put option provided by the credit guar-
ntee fund. If they were riskier than the productive entrepreneurs
hen the relative cost in terms of resources diverted to unproduc-
ive uses of credit guarantees would exceed that of co-funding.
n this case, our simple model appears to suggest that the credit
upport agency should concentrate upon co-funding.

We do not think that this conclusion is entirely appropriate. The
rgument of the previous paragraph ignores the screening abili-
ies of banks. Give that the bank is able to identify negative NPV
rojects, it seems unlikely that it would advance credit for such
project. Indeed, the bank would not advance credit, provided

he credit guarantee were not so high that it compensated for the
egative NPV of the project. While we think it unlikely that a guar-
ntee of this magnitude would arise in practice, we cannot exclude
he possibility that credit support by the State would result in the
nancing of low quality investment projects that would not have
een undertaken in the absence of credit guarantees. If this were
o happen, an additional policy trade-off between the costs and
enefits of public credit support would arise, in addition the those
nalyzed formally in this paper.

.4. Institutional issues

We assume throughout our discussion that the credit support
gency distributed funds equally amongst qualifying borrowers.
owever, as stated in Section 1, there is some evidence that

uggests that some agencies may use their funds to finance gov-
rnment cronies. If this is the case then credit support for the
ntrepreneurial sector may have damaging dynamic effects not
onsidered in Section 4.2, in the form of rent-seeking, as productive
ssets are diverted towards grant-extraction (see Tullock (1967)
nd Krueger (1974) for the classic expositions of this problem).
hen these effects are sufficiently pronounced, they may com-

letely outweigh the benefits that we identify in this paper.
These observations do not obviate our conclusions. They do,

owever, suggest some pre-conditions for our conclusions to be
alid. First, public support for private entrepreneurs should be
rovided by an agency that is sufficiently removed from the gov-
rnment of the day. Second, the credit support agency should be
orced to publish and to follow objective criteria for the allocation
f loans, even if these criteria are second-best. More generally, pub-
ic support for private business is unlikely to work in a country with

eak institutions, and where the rule of law is weak.

. Conclusion

We study public initiatives to support entrepreneurs when
hey are capital-constrained, suffer from a moral hazard-induced
rincipal-agent problem, and are able to pledge costly collateral.

n this set-up, credit guarantee schemes can raise welfare, because

hey reduce the bank’s need to extract success-state payouts from
ntrepreneurs, and so enhance entrepreneurial effort incentives.
t the same time, excessively generous guarantee schemes could
ause entrepreneurs to substitute public for private collateral, so
ndermine their effort incentives. Co-funding entrepreneurs does

�

�
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ot cause this problem, but, irrespective of its level, it does result in
xcessive entrepreneurial entry. Hence we derive a “pecking order”
or entrepreneur support schemes: the State should concentrate its
esources upon credit guarantees up to the point where they cause
ntrepreneurs to substitute away from their own collateral; only at
his point should the State devote resources to co-funding. Credit
uarantees undermine bank monitoring incentives; we show in an
xtension to our basic model that, although bank monitoring does
ot affect the basic pecking order for State support, the optimal
redit guarantee level is monotonically decreasing in the cost of
onitoring.
Our model points to a number of ways in which state sup-

ort of the entrepreneurial sector can raise welfare. Nevertheless,
here are some caveats to our reasoning. In a dynamic version of
ur model, public support may weaken incentives to cut costs in
avour of those to innovate; the welfare consequences of this effect
re unclear. Our results rely upon an assumption that banks can
creen out the worst borrowers ex ante, and that they have the
ncentives to do so. And finally, we note that state support for the
ntrepreneurial sector is likely to be damaging in countries whose
egal and political institutions are under-developed. A more com-
lete analysis of these points is left for further work.

ppendix A.

.1. Proof of Lemma 1

The proof proceeds as follows. We start by stating the
ntrepreneur’s formal optimization problem. The existence of �
hen follows from the manipulation of the entrepreneur’s incen-
ive compatibility constraint. We finally demonstrate that, for low
nough �, e is increasing in �.

To derive the entrepreneur’s optimization problem, recall first
hat the investor’s IR constraint with a credit guarantee � is given
y Eq. (7). Since the entrepreneur extracts all of the surplus from
he project, this condition must bind, so that we can re-write the
bjective function (3) as follows:

(ˇ, e) ≡ e�+ A− (I − Q )(1 − �(1 − e)) − (e), (25)

nd the incentive compatibility constraint (4) as follows:

− ′(e) − (I − Q ) (1 − �(1 − e)) − ˇA
e

= 0. (26)

he entrepreneur’s problem is therefore to maximize U(ˇ, e) sub-
ect to the IC constraint (26) and the following limited liability
onstraint:

≤ 1. (27)

e write � and 	 for the Lagrangian multipliers relating to con-
itions (26) and (27), respectively. Condition (27) gives rise to the
ollowing complementary slackness condition:

(1 − ˇ) = 0. (28)

he first order conditions for the entrepreneur’s problem are the
ollowing:
− �(I − Q ) − ′(e) − � ′′(e) + � (I − Q )(1 − �) − ˇA
e2

= 0; (29)

A = 	e. (30)
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qs. (26) and (29) together give us

1
e

{(I − Q ) (1 − �(1 − e)) − A}

+1
e

(1 − ˇ)A =�− ′(e)

= �
[
 ′′(e) − 1

e2
{(I − Q )(1 − �) − ˇA}

]

+�(I − Q )

= �
[
 ′′(e) − 1

e2
{(I − Q )(1 − �) − A}

]

+�(I − Q ),

(31)

here the last line follows from the preceding one by Eqs. (28) and
30). Rearranging Eq. (31) gives us Eq. (32):

I − Q )(1 − �) − A = �e2 ′′(e) − e(1 − ˇ)A
�+ e . (32)

wo cases are of interest, according to the sign of the left hand
ide of (32). For Lemma 1, we need only consider the case where
he left hand side of Eq. (32) is positive. This is the case precisely
hen � < �̂, where �̂ is given by Eq. (9). In this case, the right
and side of Eq. (32) must also be positive and, since ˇ ≤ 1, we
ust therefore have � > 0. Hence, by Eq. (30), 	 > 0 so that, by

he complementary slackness condition (28), ˇ = 1, as in part 1 of
roposition 1. Then, using the binding participation constraint (7)
ithˇ = 1, we obtain Eq. (10). Substitutingˇ = 1 into the incentive

ompatibility constraint (26) gives us Eq. (8), which is illustrated in
ig. 1. The existence of� follows immediately from this figure, using
he argument in the paragraph immediately before Proposition 1.

To find the sign of e′(�) when � < �̂, we differentiate Eq. (8)
ith respect to � to obtain the following:

′(�) = (1 − e)(I − Q )
e ′′(e) + �(I − Q ) + ′(e) −�. (33)

o determine the sign of e′(�), substitute ˇ = 1 into Eq. (32):

(I − Q )(1 − �) − A}(�+ e) = �e2 ′′(e). (34)

hen ˇ = 1, Eq. (26) can be re-written as follows:

�− ′(e))e− {(I − Q )(1 − �) − A} − e�(I − Q ) = 0. (35)

sing Eq. (34) to substitute for {(I − Q )(1 − �) − A} in Eq. (35) gives
s the following:

�e{e ′′(e) −�+ ′(e) + e�(I − Q )} = e2(�− ′(e) − �(I − Q ))
= e{(I − Q )(1 − �) − A}.
he right hand side of this expression is equal e times the left hand
ide of Eq. (32) which is positive by assumption. Hence so is the
enominator of Eq. (33), and thus e′(�)> 0, as in the lemma.

.2. Proof of Proposition 1

Part 1 of the proposition follows immediately from Lemma 1.
art 2 corresponds to the case where� ≤ � < �̂. This case was stud-
ed in the proof of Lemma 1, where we proved that ˇ = 1. Eq. (10)
s obtained by substituting this value for ˇ into the participation
onstraint (7) and, as demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 1, effort
s increasing in � in this region.

Part 3 of the proposition corresponds to the case where the left

and side of Eq. (32) is non-positive, which happens precisely when

≥ �̂. (36)

f in this case we had � > 0 then we would also have 	 > 0
nd hence, by the complementary slackness condition (28), ˇ = 1,

I
e
�
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hich would contradict the non-positivity of Eq. (32). Hence � =
= 0, and Eq. (32) reduces to Eq. (37).

= (I − Q )(1 − �)
A

(37)

nserting this expression into the participation constraint (7) gives
s

= I − Q (38)

etting � = 0 into Eq. (29) gives us Eq. (13). Using the chain rule
o differentiate this expression with respect to � then gives us the
ollowing:

′(�) = − I − Q
 ′′(e)

< 0, (39)

hich concludes the proof.

.3. Proof of Proposition 2

For a given level Q of co-funding, we know from Section 2 that
he optimal choice of subsidy is �̂(Q ), defined in Eq. (9). If this level
iolates the budget constraint (14) then by Proposition 1, the opti-
al � is the one that makes the budget constraint bind. Hence, for
given Q, the credit support agency will set � = �∗(Q ), where

∗(Q ) ≡ min
{
�̂(Q ),

B− Q (1 + �)
(1 − e)(I − Q )

}
. (40)

q. (40) may also be written as follows:

∗(Q ) =

⎧⎨
⎩
B− Q (1 + �)
(1 − e)(I − Q )

, if B < Q (e+ �) + (1 − e)(I − A);

�̂(Q ), if B ≥ Q (e+ �) + (1 − e)(I − A).

(41)

he credit support agency’s problem therefore reduces to the fol-
owing:

axQ≥0W(Q,�∗(Q )). (42)

or a given Q we consider the two cases that arise in Eq. (41).
First, suppose that B < Q (e+ �) + (1 − e)(I − A), so that �∗(Q ) =

B− Q (1 + �))/((1 − e)(I − Q ))< �̂. In this case the analysis per-
ormed under case 1 of Section 2 applies. We therefore have

dW
dQ

= e′(Q )(�− ′(e))

= e′(Q )
e

{(I − Q )(1 − �∗(Q )(1 − e)) − A(1 − e)}

= e′(Q )
e

{I − B+ Q� − A(1 − e)}

(43)

here the second line follows from the incentive compatibility
onstraint (8). We know from Eq. (14) that I − A− B > 0, so the
urly bracketed term in Eq. (43) is positive. The functional form
f �∗ allows us to express Q in terms of �, so by the chain rule,
′(Q ) = e′(�)�′(Q ). We know from Eq. (33) that e′(�)> 0 and direct
ifferentiation gives us

′(Q ) = −(1 + �)I + B
(1 − e)(I − Q )2

;

sing Eq. (14) again, the numerator of this expression is less than
A− �I < 0, so �′(Q )< 0 and hence

dW

dQ

< 0. (44)

t follows immediately from Eq. (44) that, whenB < Q (e+ �) + (1 −
)(I − A), the credit support agency should set Q = 0 and set � =
∗(Q ), as in part 1 of Proposition 2.
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The second case arises when B ≥ Q (e+ �) + (1 − e)(I − A), so
hat �∗(Q ) = �̂(Q ). Then

dW
dQ

= e′(Q )(�− ′(e))

= e′(Q )�̂(I − Q )
= e′(Q )(I − Q − A),

here the second line follows from the incentive compatibility con-
traint (13). In this case, we know from Eq. (39) that e′(�)< 0, and
traightforward differentiation gives us

′(Q ) = �̂′(Q ) = − A

(I − Q )2
< 0. (45)

t follows thatdW/dQ has the same sign as (I − Q − A). Hence, when
he credit support agency has sufficient funds to provide the opti-

al level �̂(Q ) of guarantees at a given level of co-fundingQ < I − A,
t will increase welfare further by increasing the level of co-funding.
q. (45) indicates that, as it does so, it will reduce the guarantee that
t offers. Since dW/dQ changes sign as soon as either Q > I − A or
s soon as the budget constraint binds, the credit support agency
ill stop increasing Q as soon as either of these events occurs. Note

hat, when Q attains its socially maximal level of I − A, �̂ = 0.

.4. Proof of Proposition 4

The entrepreneur selects a and b to maximize V(a, b). The result
s true provided a is increasing in V1 and b is decreasing in V1.

The entrepreneur’s maximization problem yields the following
rst order conditions:

b(eFB�− (eFB)) + (1 − b)X = ∂c

∂a
;

a(eFB�− (eFB) − X) = ∂c

∂b
,

here we define X ≡ V1 − Q . We wish to prove that ∂a/∂X > 0>
b/∂X .

Assume that c(a, b) = c(a) + c(b). We have

∂a

∂X
=

(1 − b)
∂2c

∂b2
− a (V2 − X)

∂2c

∂a2

∂2c

∂b2
− (V1 − X)2

;

∂b

∂X
=

(1 − b) (V2 − X) − a ∂
2c

∂a2

∂2c

∂a2

∂2c

∂b2
− (V1 − X)2

.

or very convex c, the denominator in these two expressions is
ositive, the numerator in the first is positive, and in the second is
egative. The result follows immediately.
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